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This paper introduces an integrated approach for flexible-aircraft timedomain aeroelastic simulation and controller design suitable for wake encounter situations. The dynamic response of the vehicle, which may be
subject to large wing deformations in trimmed flight, is described by a
geometrically-nonlinear finite-element model. The aerodynamics are modeled using the unsteady vortex lattice method and include the arbitrary
time-domain downwash distributions of a wake encounter. A consistent
linearization in the structural degrees of freedom enables the use of balancing methods to reduce the problem size while retaining the nonlinear
terms in the rigid-body equations. Numerical studies on a high-altitude,
long-endurance aircraft demonstrate the reduced-order modeling approach
for load calculations in wake vortex encounters over a large parameter
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space. Closed-loop results finally explore the potential of combining feedforward/feedback H∞ control and distributed control surfaces to obtain
significant load reductions.

Nomenclature
Symbols
bV

distance between wake vortex segments

C

global tangent damping matrix

K

global tangent stiffness matrix

M

global tangent mass matrix

q

generalized displacements in modal basis

Qext

global vector of external forces, N

r

distance from encountering aircraft to wake vortex, m

t

physical time, s

u

input vector of a linear system identified by subscripts

v

inertial translational velocity of the body-fixed frame, m/s

wg

input vector of 3D disturbance velocities

W

weighting matrices for control synthesis

x

state vector of a linear system identified by subscripts

y

output vector of a linear system identified by subscripts

β

vector of global translational and rotational velocities

Γ

vector of circulation strengths of vortex rings, m2 /s

η

vector of nodal displacements and rotations

Θ

Euler angles, rad

Φ

matrix of mode shapes

χ

coordinates of the aerodynamic lattice, m
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ω

inertial angular velocity of the body-fixed frame, rad/s

Subscripts
b

bound, corresponding to lifting surface

F

aerodynamic

S

structural degrees of freedom

w

wake

Superscripts
˙
(•)

derivatives with respect to time, t

I.

Introduction

The increased wing flexibility found in latest-generation aircraft brings greater risks of
aeroelastic vibrations excited during maneuvers or due to atmospheric disturbances. Dynamic load alleviation systems may provide a key enabler in their design by improving the
vehicle handling qualities, suppressing structural vibrations, and reducing peak loads. The
latter is increasingly relevant in wake vortex encounters (WVE), which occur when the aircraft crosses the wake of another aircraft, or even its own wake in a tight maneuver. Such
encounters lead to aggressive excitations, which are especially critical in landing approach
and take-off.
To avoid dangerous vehicle perturbations during landing approaches, the Federal Aviation Administration imposes a minimum separation between approaching/leaving aircraft
based on their relative weight difference.1, 2 Consequently, recent research efforts have focused on detection and prediction of wake vortices around runways to optimize the wake
vortex separations between aircraft based on novel turbulence sensors and wake vortex sim-
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ulations.3, 4 On the positive side, extended formation flight takes advantage of the upwash in
the wake of a preceding aircraft to significantly reduce the vehicle induced drag and fuel burn.
The potential benefits for transport aircraft have been demonstrated in recent flight tests5, 6
and numerical studies.7 In either case, advanced flight control techniques are required to
ensure optimal trajectories of the vortex-generating and the follower aircraft,8 particularly
with adverse atmospheric conditions. From the point of view of airframe design, unexpected
WVE can lead to large dynamic loads that create structural integrity risks. That brings a
need for improved analysis methods and also of strategies for load alleviation tailored to this
situation.
The modeling of WVE is a twofold problem: (a) understanding the mechanism of wake
generation, topology, vortex strength, and decay and (b) identifying the parameter space
of possible encounter scenarios. The development and propagation of wake vortices have
been investigated in flight test experiments and simplified models of the induced threedimensional (3D) velocity field have been identified.9–11 Once a pair of wake vortices is
formed behind the generating aircraft, cross-induction leads to expansion, perturbation, and
eventual decay of the vortex segments, as described in detail in Holzäpfel et al.12 and
Bieniek and Luckner.13 Numerous flight tests by the German Aerospace Research Center
(DLR) have provided significant insight into the impact of WVE on the vehicle dynamic
response of the encountering (rigid) aircraft due to possible rolling moments induced by
the wake vortices.9, 14, 15 Such aggressive excitations of the vehicle dynamics can lead to
critical loads on weight-optimized aircraft components. This has been demonstrated in
a recent flight test campaign on the Airbus A400M, a large military transport aircraft, to
measure WVE loads for different encounter angles and altitudes.16 The tests showed that the
encounter parameters, e.g. vertical offset or angle between the flightpaths of the generating
and encountering aircraft, have a large impact on the vehicle response and dynamic loads.
This demonstrates that a comprehensive study of WVE loads in the design of future
aircraft needs to incorporate a large parameter space of possible encounter scenarios, which
requires many simulation cases. Moreover, WVE bring time and spatially varying excita4 of 44

tions, with a relatively large frequency range, which needs to be tackled with an integrated
aeroelastic/flight-dynamic modeling approach in time domain. This has been addressed in
separate endeavors by Kier17, 18 and Karpel et al.,19 who have developed modeling frameworks to compute the dynamic response of flexible aircraft subject to wake encounters. In
both approaches the vehicle unsteady aerodynamics are computed based on a doublet lattice
method (DLM), which, in Kier’s work are transformed to time-domain state-space models
using rational-function approximations.20 The unsteady aerodynamic effects were found
to be significant in head-on WVE scenarios,18 where the encountering aircraft crosses the
wake perpendicular to the flightpath of the originating aircraft. Kier17 further demonstrated
that for varying encounter angles, WVE can lead to significant roll and yaw excitations.
The resulting change in flightpath was also found to effect the encounter loads as slight
changes in the encounter geometry significantly impact the local induced velocities. Both
approaches have been successfully validated against experimental data obtained for different
WVE scenarios of the Airbus A400M flight test campaign.16, 19 Further parametric studies have demonstrated that structural modes, especially vibration modes of the large T-tail
structure of the A400M, are excited in certain encounter scenarios.21
Although DLM-based aeroelastic approaches have been successfully applied to WVE load
calculations, they require curve fitting of a large parameter set for the transformation to time
domain, which is a necessary step to account for spatially non-uniform gust excitations. Furthermore, DLM-based solutions assume small normal displacements of the lifting surfaces,
which may be no longer valid in high-load situations typical for WVE. Time-domain aerodynamic models, such as the unsteady vortex lattice method (UVLM), provide a more flexible
alternative to frequency-domain methods although their application is limited to incompressible flows. In the UVLM, dynamic loads are evaluated on the instantaneous deformed
geometry and therefore can be coupled directly to geometrically-exact flexible-body dynamic
models of the maneuvering vehicle.22 In addition, the UVLM captures the interference effects between the lifting surfaces and the non-planar wakes. This provides a higher fidelity
aerodynamic solution compared to quasi-steady 3D lifting-line models or 2D unsteady strip
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theory typically used in transient analysis of very flexible aircraft.23–26
However, time-domain aeroelastic solutions expressed in terms of the instantaneous circulation in all aerodynamic panels can be too computationally expensive for controller design
and routine analysis of multiple load scenarios. Hence, recent work by the authors27 has
focused on model reduction of UVLM-based aeroelastic systems using balancing methods.
The application of the reduced-order modeling approach for maneuvering flexible aircraft was
enabled through a consistent linearization of the structural degrees of freedom (DOF) in nonlinear flexible-aircraft dynamics problems.28 The underlying rigid-body dynamic equations
of motion (EOM) however remain nonlinear. The resulting low-order modeling approach
has been demonstrated for fast transient analyses of maneuvering flexible aircraft following
antisymmetric control surface inputs and load calculations in spanwise non-uniform discrete
gust encounters.27 Continuing on those studies, this work will investigate the application of
the reduced-order modeling approach for WVE load calculations, which is characterized by
independent disturbances on each aerodynamic panel, and subsequent design of a dynamic
load alleviation system based on the coupled aeroelastic/flight-dynamic vehicle description.
As mentioned above, load alleviation is especially relevant for larger and more flexible
aircraft, which may be subject to large wing deformations in their flight envelopes.24, 29, 30 For
active load alleviation systems to be effective on such platforms, they need to incorporate
the effect of wing deformations on the vehicle stability characteristics.28 Load reduction
has been demonstrated recently by Cook et al.30 and Dillsaver et al.31 among others, who
explored the application of H∞ and LQG controllers, respectively, to full aircraft models
including geometrically-nonlinear aeroelastic descriptions. In both cases the controllers have
been obtained from linearized representations of the aircraft models around geometricallynonlinear trim equilibria. The mismatch between the linear control model and the nonlinear
simulation model, however, makes the tuning of such controllers difficult. Hence, Simpson et
al.32 recently explored model predictive control (MPC) for gust load alleviation, which
includes active constraints in the on-line optimization problem. Predictive controllers also
provide the opportunity to include preview information of the disturbance field ahead of the
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aircraft flightpath using light detection and ranging sensors (LIDAR) or probes mounted to
the fuselage. LIDAR sensors increase the range of the forward measurements to 100 m, which
can significantly improve the capability of feedforward control for gust rejection.9, 33–35 This
has also been demonstrated for commercial aircraft using MPC based on linear aeroelastic
models36 and for rigid aircraft using feedforward control in WVE.9, 37, 38 Hahn et al.37 further
demonstrated in flight experiments the benefit of dedicated direct lift control (DLC) flaps
to effectively counteract abrupt roll responses in WVE.
Forward-looking control techniques have the potential to respond to disturbance measurements much faster and ideally could suppress aerodynamic perturbations before the vehicle
dynamics are affected. However, this requires substantial control authority that allows to
affect the lift distribution over the whole aircraft. This has been explored by Wildschek et
al.35 in the design of gust load alleviation systems for blended wing body (BWB) aircraft
with arrays of 12 trailing edge flaps and 12 spoilers on the upper side of the wing. For
the efficient synthesis of optimal controllers for reconfigurable control surface on the BWB
concept with feedforward capabilities, Westermayer et al.39 proposed a H∞ full information
approach.
The effectiveness of feedforward control with preview on flexible aircraft heavily depends on the ability to predict the aeroelastic interactions due to the flow disturbances. To
respond to aggressive excitations inherent to WVE, we will focus in this work on forwardlooking multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) control techniques based on a top-down approach.
A higher-fidelity aeroelastic description that captures critical features such as large deformations at trim, nonlinear flight dynamics, and possible aerodynamic interference effects
between lifting surfaces will be incorporated in the control synthesis.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we present an overview of the
underlying aeroelastic formulation of maneuvering flexible aircraft. The resulting simulation
model will be used to compute the dynamic loads in wake vortex encounters, as defined in
Section II.D. Consistent linearization and model reduction in Section III provides the control
model for the design of a dynamic load alleviation system based on strain and disturbance
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measurements. Numerical studies in Section IV.B exercise the aeroelastic modeling approach
to compute the dynamics loads for a range of WVE scenarios. Finally, Section IV.C presents
an investigation on a simple load allevation strategy that combines feedforward and feedback
H∞ controllers.

II.

Flexible-Aircraft Dynamics Simulation Model

To simulate the dynamics of flexible aircraft subject to large rigid-body motions, e.g. due
to gusts or control surface inputs, we follow an integrated aeroelastic and flight-dynamics
modeling approach. The system dynamics is nonlinear due to possibly large rigid-body
motions of the vehicle, but we will assume small elastic deformations of lifting surfaces
during the transient dynamics (the reference condition may still exhibit large displacements).
Consequently, we can also assume that the unsteady aerodynamics are linear22 and will be
computed in this work using a linearized 3D UVLM. The underlying models have been
implemented in Imperial College’s framework for Simulation of High Aspect Ratio Planes
(SHARP), which includes static aeroelastic analyses, trim, linear stability analyses, and fully
nonlinear time-marching simulations.22, 27, 28, 40, 41 Here, we provide a brief description of
the aerodynamic and flexible-body dynamic models in Sections II.A and II.B, respectively,
which are used in Section II.C to obtain the simulation plant for the coupled flexible-aircraft
dynamics. Modeling of the wake vortices, which appear as disturbance terms in the linearized
UVLM, is covered in Section II.D.

II.A.

Unsteady Vortex Lattice Method

The unsteady aerodynamic loads in this work are obtained using the linearized UVLM
developed by Murua et al.22 In the UVLM, vortex ring quadrilateral elements are used to
discretize the lifting surfaces (Mb chordwise and N spanwise panels) and their wakes (Mw ×N
panels), as illustrated in Figure 1. Each surface (bound) vortex ring has an associated
circulation strength, Γk , and a collocation point, at which the impermeability boundary
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condition is satisfied. To obtain the state-space form of the UVLM, the governing equations
are linearized on a frozen aerodynamic geometry22, 42 around the aircraft trim condition with
possibly large wing deformations and non-planar wake. The resulting relations can be cast
in the canonical discrete-time form

∆Γn+1 = AF ∆Γn + BF ∆unF ,

(1)

where superscripts n and n + 1 refer to the current and next time steps and the subscript F
refers to the linear time-invariant (LTI) aerodynamics. The state, Γ, and input, uF , vectors
are
Γ=

h

Γ>
b

Γ>
w

i
> >
Γ̇b

,

and



>
> >
uF = χ>
,
b χ̇b w g

(2)

where Γb ∈ RKb and Γw ∈ RKw are the bound (surface) and wake circulation strengths,
respectively, where Kb = Mb N and Kw = Mw N are the corresponding total number of
bound and wake vortex panels. The coordinates and their time-derivatives of the bound
aerodynamic grid, χb ∈ RKχ and χ̇b , respectively, include small elastic deformations of the
lifting surfaces as well as the rigid-body velocities and orientation of the vehicle, where
Kχ = (Mb + 1)(N + 1). They also include the effect of the deployment of control surfaces.
Finally, wg ∈ R3Kb refers to disturbance inputs, which appear as downwash contributions at
the collocation points and account, in particular, for the 3D velocity disturbances in WVE.
The unsteady aerodynamic loads at each aerodynamic panel result from the vorticity
distribution at each time step and are computed using the unsteady Bernoulli equation.22, 43
The resulting loads are the outputs of the aerodynamic system and will therefore be written
as ∆y F , which is written in symbolic form as
∆y nF = CF ∆Γn + DF ∆unF .

(3)

where the system feedthrough is included to account for the change in orientation of the
aerodynamic loads which depends on the velocities, χ̇b . Note finally that Γ̇b was included
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Figure 1: Unsteady vortex lattice method with vortex ring discretization of lifting surface
and wake for free-stream flow in positive x direction.

in the state variable as it is needed to obtain the pressure field in unsteady flows.

II.B.

Flexible-Body Dynamics Model

The flexible vehicle will be modeled using composite beam elements on a moving (bodyattached) frame of reference. Starting from a geometrically nonlinear displacement-based
formulation,44, 45 the elastic DOF are the displacements and rotations at the element nodes,
which have been linearized using perturbation methods.41 This consistent linearization is
done around a static equilibrium (trimmed aircraft in forward flight) with possibly large
elastic deformations, which will be referred to as η 0 ∈ R6(nS −1) , where nS is the number of
nodes in the beam description. The resulting set of perturbation equations is28, 41

M(η 0 )

 

∆η̈ 


 β̇ 


+ C(η 0 , β)

 

∆η̇ 


β 


+ K(η 0 , β)

 

∆η 


 0 
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= ∆Qext (η 0 , ∆η, ∆η̇, β, ζ) ,

(4)

which will be used to describe the dynamics of flexible aircraft undergoing arbitrary maneuvers with (not-necessarily small) rigid-body translational and angular velocities, β ∈ R6 ,
but small elastic deformations, ∆η ∈ R6(nS −1) . The damping and stiffness matrices, C and
K, respectively, originate from the perturbation of the discrete gyroscopic and elastic forces
of the geometrically nonlinear description and are functions of the instantaneous rigid-body
velocities. Together with the mass matrix, M, they account for the coupling between the
aircraft structural and rigid-body dynamics. Additional coupling occurs through the aerodynamic loads, which appear in the external forcing term, ∆Qext . The latter also includes
thrust and gravity loads. Quaternions, ζ ∈ R4 , are used to describe the instantaneous vehicle orientation and are obtained from the propagation equations of the body-fixed reference
frame.46 Note that Eq. (4) is nonlinear in the rigid-body velocities β to allow for arbitrary
vehicle maneuvers. The use of quaternions in the parameterization of the vehicle orientation
allows for arbitrarily large angles to be represented.
For the efficient representation of the dynamics of the flexible aircraft, we write the
perturbation equations, Eq. (4), in terms of the natural modes, Φ, of the unconstrained
structure around a geometrically nonlinear trim equilibrium.28 The resulting modal EOM
are written as

Φ> MΦ(η 0 )

 


 q̈ 


β̇ 

+ Φ> CΦ(η 0 , β)

 

 q̇ 


+ Φ> KΦ(η 0 , β)


β 


 

q 


= Φ> ∆Qext (η 0 , q, q̇, β, ζ) ,


0

(5)

where q ∈ RnΦ are the corresponding nΦ modal coordinates of the truncated system. The
projection is limited to small elastic deformations and the resulting modal damping and
stiffness matrices, Φ> CΦ and Φ> KΦ, respectively, remain functions of the (large) rigid-body
DOF, β. It is possible however to write these modal matrices in terms of sparse third- and
fourth-order tensors. This leads to efficient numerical solutions that keep the nonlinear terms
in the rigid-body DOF and all couplings with the linear structure at a low computational
cost.41 The resulting modal EOM are time-marched together with the vehicle propaga-
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Figure 2: Time-marching solution for maneuvering flexible aircraft.

tion EOM using an implicit, constant-acceleration Newmark integration scheme which was
modified as in Géradin and Rixen47 to introduce controlled positive algorithmic damping.
II.C.

Coupled Aeroelastic and Flight Dynamic Equations

We derive the flexible-aircraft dynamics model by tightly coupling the modal projection of
the flexible-body equations in Eq. (5) with the linear UVLM model (1), as shown in Figure 2.
Using the modal projection of the structural dynamics, the aerodynamic equations (1) are
rewritten as
∆Γn+1 = AF ∆Γn + BF S Φ∆unΦ + BF F ∆unδ + GF F ∆wng
∆y nF

>

n

= Φ (CF ∆Γ +

DF S Φ∆unΦ

+

(6)

DF F ∆unδ ) ,

where the inputs to the aerodynamic model now include the modal coordinates in the flexible
>
body equations, q ∈ RnΦ , such that uΦ = q > q̇ > β > . The aerodynamic inputs include
the induced disturbance velocities, wg ∈ R3Kb , at each bound aerodynamic panel and the
deployment of nδ control surfaces, uδ ∈ Rnδ . The output vector y F ∈ RnΦ +6 contains the
unsteady loads due to the excitation of the vehicle vibration and six rigid-body modes. Other
applied loads, such as thrust and gravity, are accounted for in the flexible-body dynamics
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subsystem and finally complete the generalized force vector Φ> ∆Qext in Figure 2.
Even though we have isolated the linear aerodynamic subsystem, so that it can be independently reduced by balanced truncation,27 the global coupled system equations are still
nonlinear.

II.D.

Modeling Wake Vortex Encounters

The state-space aeroelastic/flight-dynamics formulation, as presented in Section II.C, provides an effective time-domain tool for fast load calculations of maneuvering flexible aircraft
subject to atmospheric disturbances. Following Murua et al.,48 atmospheric disturbances
such as WVE are modeled in the UVLM as spatially and temporally varying events. As
the aircraft travels through the excitation, each collocation point along the aerodynamic
surfaces, as defined in Figure 1, experiences a different time-varying gust induced velocity
vector. The disturbance input, wg , is used in Eq. (6) to directly account for these gust
induced velocities in the current formulation.

II.D.1.

Wake Vortex Model

We follow the approach described in Kier18 to model wake vortex encounters, as illustrated
in Figure 3. The generating aircraft creates a pair of counter-rotating vortex tubes which
are assumed to form parallel to the local airspeed. The initial circulation strength of these
wake vortices, ΓV , is given by Joukowski’s theorem at 1g steady flight, such that

ΓV =

WG
,
ρVG bV

(7)

where WG is the total weight of the generating aircraft, VG is its cruise velocity, and ρ is
the air density. Once the vortices are generated at the wing tips they move inwards and the
distance between the two vortex lines is generally assumed as

bV =

π
bG ,
4
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(8)

where bG is the span of the generating aircraft.
Encountering
aircraft
ψV

y
yV

Generated1wake
vortices

x

bG

bV

V

ΓV

ΓV

Generating
aircraft

Vertical1induced1velocities1at1zV1=10,
normalized1with1(ΓV/bV)1111
-1.2

-0.8

-0.4

0

0.4

0.8

1.2

Figure 3: Wake encounter scenario and geometry (x − y plane)

The self-induced velocities of the counter-rotating vortex pair causes the vortices to deform and expand in reality leading to a sinusoidal shape with a growing core vortex radius.
Such variations in vortex shape and strength significantly affect the dynamic response of the
encountering aircraft which, unlike gust encounter, make it a challenging task to identify
critical WVE cases even for one specific generating-encountering aircraft pair. However,
perturbations of the wake vortices13 and the vortex decay12 were found to alleviate the impact of WVE on the flight dynamic response of rigid aircraft (for the particular problems
investigated). This was further demonstrated by Loucel and Crouch49 in flight simulation
studies of an autopiloted passenger aircraft encountering vortices at different stages of the
breakup process. To demonstrate the developed load alleviation strategy for a particular
example of WVE we we make the simplifying assumptions that the wake vortices remain
straight with constant core radius, rc , and circulation strength, ΓV , i.e. vortex decay is also
neglected. Note however that the current formulation can also account for the time-varying
effects inherent to the wake vortex propagations and breakup.
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II.D.2.

Wake Vortex Induced Flow Field

The vortex-induced downwash at any point on the encountering aircraft can be obtained
using the Biot-Savart law for a vortex line,50 which requires a desingularization at the vortex
core. Several models have been proposed to obtain the 2D radial velocity distribution for
a completely developed vortex.10, 11, 51, 52 In this work we implement the commonly used
Burnham-Hallock model10 which identifies the tangential induced velocity distribution in a
plane perpendicular to the direction of the wake vortices as

Vt (r) =

where r =

r
ΓV
,
2
2π rc + r2

(9)

p
y 2 + z 2 is the distance from the vortex core to an arbitrary point. Figure 4

shows an example of the induced wake velocity field produced by a generating aircraft with
WG = 1500 kg, VG = 30 m/s, bG = 30 m, ρ = 0.0889 kg/m3 . Figure 3 also illustrates the
vertical component of the velocity distribution at z = 0, i.e. in the plane of the generating
aircraft.
Lateral induced
velocities

Encountering
aircraft

(y = 0)
zV

(y = −bV)

z
V

θV

y
Vertical induced
velocities (z = 0)

bV

Figure 4: Wake encounter geometry with induced velocity field in y − z plane for encounter
angles ψV = 90 deg and θV .

The vortex core radius, rc , significantly affects the peak velocities in the flow field, as
highlighted by the superimposed lateral and vertical velocity components in Figure 4. A
radius of 2% of the aircraft wing span was chosen in this work which is within the 1-5%
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range that has been identified in experimental flight tests.15, 18 Note that the tangential
velocities are computed in the vortex frame of reference, V , where the origin of the V frame
is placed in the center of the starboard wake vortex, as defined in Figures 3-4.

II.D.3.

Parameterization of Wake Vortex Encounters

To explore different encounter scenarios in this work we parameterize the encounter geometry
using the relative position (yV , zV ) and orientation between the body-attached frame, A, of
the encountering aircraft and the vortex frame, V . The latter is parametrized in this work
using Euler angles (φV , θV , ψV ), where ψV and θV are the yaw and pitch encounter angles,
as defined in Figures 3-4. To obtain the vortex-induced downwash acting on the aircraft,
i.e. the disturbance wg to the aerodynamic model in Eq. (6), the induced velocities are
transformed to the body-fixed frame of the encountering aircraft.

III.

Control System Design

In this work H∞ control synthesis is used for the efficient design of WVE load alleviation
systems with multiple inputs and outputs. A similar approach was found previously30 to
perform very well in load alleviation in discrete gust responses. For this purpose we first
linearize the rigid-body DOF to arrive at a monolithic description of the flexible-aircraft
dynamics (Section III.A). The model order of the resulting system, however, is too large
for direct control synthesis and this is tackled by a model reduction approach that has been
previously demonstrated on similar aeroelastic systems.27 The resulting control model finally
provides the basis for a 2-DOF feedforward and feedback control scheme using H∞ control
(Section III.B).

III.A.

Linearized Control Model

As the linear UVLM in Eq. (1) is written in discrete time, a temporal discretization of the
flexible-body system, defined now by the linearization of Eq. (5), is also required before the
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fluid/structure coupling. Using a standard Newmark-β discretization this leads to a linear
aeroelastic state-space system22
∆xn+1 = A∆xn + G∆wng + B∆unδ
n

(10)

n

∆y = C∆x ,
where the state vector that completely determines the system dynamics is

x=

h

Γ>
b

Γ>
w

>
Γ̇b

>

| q q̇

>

>

β Θ

>

i>

.

(11)

The orientation of the aircraft is now given in terms of the Euler angles, Θ ∈ R3 , instead
of the quaternion parameterization in Eq. (5). This firstly simplifies the linearization, as
quaternions introduce nonlinear algebraic constraints, and ensures that the closed-loop system is strictly Hurwitz.30 The latter is required for H∞ control synthesis which will be
addressed in the next subsections. The (aerodynamic) inputs to the system account for arbitrary gust distributions, wg , and deflections of the control surfaces, uδ , in a (closed-loop)
time-marching solution. The output vector of the LTI system, y, can include aerodynamic
loads, elastic deformations, aircraft position, attitude, etc. The focus of this work is on load
alleviation where we measure and regulate the wing root strains unless otherwise stated.
The relatively-large model order of the linearized control system of O(104 ) prevents its
use in the efficient design of robust controllers. Following the model reduction approach
recently demonstrated by the authors27 for aeroelastic systems, we will use balanced realization53, 54 to obtain a similarity transformation T that balances and ranks the stable system
{A, (G, B), C}, such that each balanced state x̂ = T x is equally controllable and observable.
The state-space representation of the resulting balanced control model is then given by
∆x̂n+1 = T AT −1 ∆x̂n + T G∆wng + T B∆unδ
n

∆y = CT

−1

(12)

n

∆x̂ ,

which can be reduced by truncating balanced states that contribute little to the transmis17 of 44

sion path between the system inputs (disturbances and control surface inputs) and outputs (root strains). The resulting reduced-order system, typically of O(102 ), is denoted as
n
o
H = Â, (Ĝ, B̂), Ĉ in this work and accounts for the coupling effects between the aircraft
3D aero-, structural, and flight dynamics. Details on the model reduction approach and
the numerical schemes used for balancing large aeroelastic systems have been discussed in a
previous paper.27

III.B.

Dynamic Load Alleviation Strategy

We will follow the 2-DOF control strategy of Figure 5, which complements a linear feedback
controller, K, with an optional feedforward controller, F . Both controllers are designed to
use conventional control surfaces to reduce aircraft loads, with the commands of the feedforward controller being simply added to the control surface inputs of the feedback control
system. The resulting control surface inputs, uδ , are then commanded to the (nonlinear)
flight simulation plant, Eq. (6), to investigate the 2-DOF controller performance for possibly
asymmetric WVE and nonlinear flight dynamics.

distur- wg
bance
sensor

Simulation
Model
uδ

Cg
yg

F
feedforward
controller

y
strain
measurements

K

+ +

feedback
controller

Figure 5: 2-DOF system for feedforward and feedback control.

Feedforward schemes have the advantage that direct measurements of the flow can be used
to compensate for the disturbance before the aircraft dynamics is affected.9, 35, 38 However,
since a feedforward system cannot reject all gust excitations perfectly, due to control surface
constraints, sensor limitations, actuator dynamics or model mismatch,9 a feedback controller,
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K, is included to suppress possible residual structural excitations. Hence, for the feedback
control loop strain measures at the wing roots suffice. The feedforward control system on
the contrary requires direct measurements of the flow, which will be addressed in more detail
in Section III.B.1. Hence, the feedforward controller is only active when a disturbance is
detected and therefore has no impact on the vehicle stability characteristics.

III.B.1.

Disturbance Measurement

Direct measurement of the disturbances is crucial in the design of a feedforward control
system for load alleviation. Assuming that the aircraft dimensions are small compared to
typical gust size, measurement of the instantaneous vertical component of the airspeed at
a few discrete points on the vehicle is adequate to determine the flow field for disturbance
rejection.9 More measurement points can be added along the wing span for very large aircraft
or for vehicles with unconventional geometries.
It will be assumed that measurements of the vertical gust component at discrete points is
obtained using 5-hole probes (5HP).9, 55 These devices measure the local wind vector which,
if coupled with a GPS receiver to measure the aircraft inertial velocity components, provide
the instantaneous angle of attack changes or the vertical gust velocities. In the proposed
2-DOF control scheme in Figure 5, these discrete velocity measurements, y g , are modeled as

y g = Cg w g ,

(13)

where wg include all three components of the velocity disturbance at each collocation point of
the aerodynamic panels and the operator Cg is used to identify the collocations points where
the different components of the 3D disturbance are measured. These direct measurements
are used in this work to drive the feedforward controller for dynamic load alleviation.
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III.B.2.

Two-Degree-Of-Freedom Control Synthesis

In the absence of model uncertainties the design of the feedback controller K and the feedforward controller F introduced in Figure 5 can be separated.56 Due to possible model mismatch
and to facilitate the synthesis of a multivariable feedback and feedforward controller we will
focus on the joint synthesis of K∞ = [K F ], such that
 
y g 
u δ = K∞   .
y

(14)

In this work we use H∞ control synthesis to synthesize a controller K∞ that minimizes the
wing loads of the aircraft, y, subject to the external disturbances wg measured at discrete
points y g . The output of the controller are the control surface deflections uδ . Following
the extension in Limebeer et al.,57 we design a 2-DOF H∞ controller in a single step which
includes a feedthrough of the system disturbances for the feedforward control part.

P
y

wg

H

Wu

zu

Wy

zy

Cg

Wg

yg
uδ

K∞

y

Figure 6: Augmented plant for 2-DOF H∞ control design.

The resulting control problem is illustrated in Figure 6 where H corresponds to the
linearized reduced-order control model defined in Eq. (12). The weighting matrices Wy and
Wu are introduced to tune the controller for maximum control performance subject to control
surface constraints, and z y and z u are the corresponding weighted output and input signals,
respectively. The disturbance measurement at discrete points, y g , as defined in Eq. (13), and
the strain measures, y, form the outputs of the augmented plant P . The weighting matrix
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Wg has been introduced in the feedthrough to tune the feedforward controller. An alternative
approach would be to scale the feedforward path after the synthesis but an integrated onestep control design approach was preferred in this work. This leads to a mixed-sensitivity
H∞ control problem to improve the disturbance rejection assuming perfect measurements.56
Finally, as the frequency range of the disturbance in a WVE scenario were found to vary
substantially depending on the specific conditions of the encounter, we ignore information on
the shape and frequency of the disturbance in the design of the controller in this exploratory
exercise. However, some knowledge of the inherent system dynamics could be considered in
further iterations of the methodology, which could further improve the control performance.
The 2-DOF design problem can be cast as a general H∞ optimization problem to find
stabilizing controllers K∞ that minimize the H∞ norm of the the closed-loop transfer function
from wg to z = [z y z u ]> given by the linear fractional transformation z = Fl (P, K∞ )wg .56
The corresponding state-space representation of the augmented system, P , can therefore be
written as
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P

where P has been constructed as a discrete-time system from the discrete-time control model.
Further conversion to continuous time is required for the subsequent control synthesis. This
is done using zero-order hold.
The Robust Control Toolbox58 in Matlab R is finally used to solve the H∞ problem based
on two Riccati solutions.59 Due to the still comparatively large size of the reduced-order
control model in Eq. (12) of O(102 ), a suboptimal H∞ control problem is solved efficiently
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by finding all stabilizing controllers K∞ that suffice56

||Fl (P, K∞ )||∞ < γ,

(16)

with γ = 0.01 throughout this work. Details on the algorithm can be found in section 9.3.4
of Skogestad and Postlethwaite.56 Note that the resulting controller is of the same order as
the underlying reduced-order control model and no further model reduction of synthesized
controller was explored in this work.

IV.

Numerical Studies

A representative HALE aircraft configuration has been modeled in our in-house solver
SHARP and will be used to demonstrate the present approach for WVE simulation and investigate the potential for load alleviation. The various modules in SHARP have been verified for
this same platform in previous publications.22, 27, 28, 40, 41, 60 The characteristics of the vehicle
will be briefly defined in Subsection IV.A. The aeroelastic/flight-dynamic simulation model
is then exercised in Section IV.B to explore the effect of wake vortex strength, different
encounter angles and displacement on the vehicle flight dynamic response. For the critical
encounter case, we finally present different load alleviation strategies in Section IV.C using
direct forward disturbance measurements and dedicated control surfaces.

IV.A.

Vehicle geometry and reference conditions

The flexible aircraft configuration used for the numerical studies in this work is shown in
Figure 7. This vehicle was introduced in a previous work27, 28 and it was purposely defined by
a very small number of parameters to allow easy reproducibility of the results. Its geometry
and material properties are shown again in Table 2 for completeness. The aircraft consists of
a large-aspect-ratio flexible wing and rigid fuselage and T-tail. It is powered by two massless
propellers, which are modeled as point forces rigidly linked to the main wing. The total
mass of the aircraft, including payload and structural mass, is 75.4 kg. The geometry also
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illustrates the control surfaces used in this work for actuation in abrupt WVE.9

5m

Elevator, 0.25 m

10 m

1m

Aileron,
4 m x 0.25 m

DLC-flaps,
4 m x 0.25 m

x

Aileron,
4 m x 0.25 m
1m

y

Payload, 50 kg

(a) Top view

z
20 deg

1.25 m

3.75 m

y
2m

0.75·B

0.25·B

(b) Front view

Figure 7: Undeformed HALE aircraft geometry.

The flexible vehicle is trimmed at a free-stream velocity of V∞ = 30 m/s and an altitude
of 20 km (air density ρ = 0.0889 kg/m3 ) to obtain the geometrically-nonlinear, deformed
configuration at steady level flight. A converged trim solution was obtained using 8 bound
aerodynamic panels chordwise and 2 panels per spanwise meter of lifting surfaces.28 A wake
length of 20 m and a time step of dt = 5 × 10−3 s was required to resolve the possibly fast
dynamics in WVE, leading to 9846 aeroelastic states (8769 aerodynamic, 1068 structural
and 9 rigid-body dynamic states) in the subsequent transient analyses.
During nominal operating conditions the vehicle exhibits wing tip deflections of 13%
compared to the semi span of the main wing, B = 16 m. The resulting large effective wing
dihedral at steady state has a significant effect on the stability characteristics of the vehicle,28
which is evident in Table 3 comparing the (flexible) flight dynamics modes of the flexible
configuration to the rigid aircraft modes. The vehicle stability characteristics are obtained
directly from an eigenvalue analysis of the monolithic system in Eq. (10), which provides the
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Table 2: HALE aircraft properties.28
Main wing

Tail plane

Chord, c

1m

0.5 m

Semi-span, B

16 m

2.5 m

Elastic axis (from l.e.)

0.5 m

0.25 m

Center of gravity (from l.e.)

0.5 m

0.25 m

Mass per unit length

0.75 kg/m

0.08 kg/m

Moment of inertia

0.1 kg·m

0.01 kg·m

4

2

2×10 N·m

∞

Bending stiffness

4

2

4×10 N·m

∞

In-plane bending stiffness

8×106 N·m2

∞

Torsional stiffness

flight dynamic, aeroelastic, and aerodynamic modes of the flexible aircraft. Note in particular
the effect of flexibility on the lightly-damped phugoid and spiral modes. The first symmetric
and antisymmetric aeroelastic modes have also been included. The antisymmetric coupled
mode is particularly lightly damped, which will be relevant for the subsequent open-loop
studies of WVE.
Table 3: Stability characteristics of the HALE aircraft at trimmed flight.
Flexible [Hz]
Mode

Symm.

Freq.

Damp.
−4

8 × 10

Rigid [Hz]
Freq.

Damp.

0.043

2 × 10−3

Phugoid

S

0.048

Spiral

A

-

0.014

-

3 × 10−3

Dutch roll

A

0.202

0.314

0.207

0.059

Short period

S

0.258

0.373

0.150

0.853

1st Aeroelastic

S

0.763

0.951

-

-

2nd Aeroelastic

A

3.427

0.139

-

-
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IV.B.

Open-Loop Studies: Effect of WVE on Aircraft Dynamics

We first explore the effect of WVE on the flight dynamic response of the flexible vehicle.
The geometry of the wake vortex generating aircraft and the flight path of the encountering
aircraft through the resulting disturbance field, as defined in Figures 3 and 4, will clearly
affect the vehicle response. Hence, the following parameters are used next to fully describe
WVE scenarios: vortex strength (ΓV ), distance between port and starboard vortex (bV ), and
position (yV , zV ) and orientation (φV , θV , ψV ) of the encountering aircraft with respect to
the wake frame of reference, V . The parameter space to determine the critical loads due to
WVE becomes therefore quite large and requires a large number of simulations to compute
the load envelope for a given vehicle configuration. In this work, we will restrict ourselves
to the variations of the encounter angle, ψV , and vertical offset, zV .
We will investigate the encounter of the lightweight vehicle defined above with a heavier
vehicle (WG = 2800 kg, bG = 50 m, VG = 8 m/s, typical of the NASA Helios prototype).
As it will be seen, the vortex strength of ΓV = 100 m2 /s of the resulting wake vortices,
with a distance of bV = 39.3 m, will lead to encounter loads at the wing root of the lighter
UAV that are comparable to those in discrete gust encounters as required for FAR Part 25
certification61 and demonstrated in previous work by the authors.27

IV.B.1.

Effect of Encounter Angle on WVE

For conventional (rigid) transport aircraft, the most hazardous WVE scenario is usually given
by an encountering aircraft in landing approach (φV = 0, θV , ψV = 0) where the induced
rolling moments can lead to large roll excursions.2, 9, 17 However, recent flight tests and
numerical simulations have demonstrated that critical WVE loads may occur at encounter
angles 45 ≤ ψV ≤ 90 deg (φV = 0, θV = 0).16, 18, 19, 21 These findings are confirmed in
Figure 8a, which presents the effect of varying the encounter angle, ψV , on the bending loads
at the root of the starboard main wing. Note that in this work we investigate wing loads
in terms of the root bending and torsion strains which are obtained in the current beam
formulation from the moment curvatures at the wing root.
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The time histories of the WVE are normalized in this work with the flight speed of the
encountering aircraft, V∞ , and the distance bV to emphasize potential encounter events at
tV∞ /bV = {0, 1}. The wake vortices are modeled however as 3D spatial disturbances which
can affect the flight dynamic response of the encountering aircraft. This is illustrated in
Figure 8b which shows the impact of the WVE on the aircraft attitude rates for different
encounter angles, ψV , where the aircraft orientation with respect to the V frame is given

Rootlbendinglstrainsl[1/m]

here in terms of Euler angles.
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Figure 8: Wing loads and aircraft orientation against encounter angle ψV . The maximum
loads appear for ψV = 80 deg. [zV = 0.5 m, θV = 0]

Hence, for encounter angles of ψV < 90 deg the flexible aircraft suffers significant roll and
yaw excursions due to the induced rolling moments. For 40 < ψV < 90 deg the asymmetric
disturbance excites the lightly-damped antisymmetric aeroelastic mode at 3.43 Hz, as defined
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in Table 3. This is particularly obvious for ψV = 80 deg with persistent roll and yaw
oscillations present even long after the WVE which demonstrates the significant interaction
between the vehicle structural and flight dynamics. In fact, this aeroelastic interaction not
only produces the maximum root bending moments for ψV = 80 deg, but also leads to
large roll perturbations after the encounter with the second wake vortex due to the dynamic
excitation of the structure. The latter highlights the importance of an integrated aeroelastic
modeling approach in the design of more efficient aircraft and the need for a nonlinear flight
dynamics model, as introduced in the simulation plant in Section II.C.
As seen above, variation of the encounter angle leads to asymmetric disturbances acting
on the aircraft. For a comprehensive load analysis, Figure 9 compares the torsion and
bending loads at the roots of the port and starboard wings for varying encounter angles,
ψV . The convex hull is obtained from the different load cases of the encounter angle study.
The resulting load envelope diagrams are superimposed in Figure 9 and demonstrate that
the asymmetric excitations cause significantly higher loads on the starboard wing due to
the vehicle flight dynamic response. In fact, for the present sweep study maximum loads in
bending and torsion occur on the starboard wing for ψV = 80 deg.
IV.B.2.

Effect of Vertical Offset on WVE

To investigate the aircraft response to WVE in detail, we further vary the vertical offset, zV ,
between the origin of frame A attached to the initial center of gravity of the encountering
aircraft and the origin of the vortex frame, V . The encountering aircraft is assumed to
approach the wake vortices on a perpendicular flightpath, i.e. ψV = 90 deg and φV , θV = 0.
As the HTP is raised by 3.75 m with respect to the origin of the A frame, as defined in
Figure 7, we can expect a significant impact of vertical offset, zV , on the flexible aircraft
response.
Figure 10a shows the root bending (solid curves) and torsion (dashed curves) strains of the
starboard main wing for different vertical offsets. The encounter events at tV∞ /bV = {0, 1}
are highlighted in Figure 10 with vertical lines, where the solid lines indicate encounter events
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Figure 9: Envelope of bending vs. torsion strains for varying encounter angles, ψV . [zV = 0,
θV = 0]
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of the leading edge of the main wing and the dashed lines the corresponding events for the
HTP. To investigate the effect of the vertical offset, zV , Figure 10b shows the induced vertical
velocities at the root of the main wing (solid curves) and the HTP (dashed curves) for the
different cases. As the flightpath is not prescribed in this work, the resulting flight dynamic
response causes the vehicle altitude to deviate from the initial defined vertical offset. This
is illustrated in Figure 10c which shows the (tangent) velocity field induced by both wake
vortices and the resulting flightpath of the main wing (solid curves) and the HTP (dashed
curves) in the y − z plane of frame V . Note that zV has been normalized with the vortex
spacing bV .
z =3 m
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Figure 10: Effect of vertical offset, zV , on WVE. [θV = 0, ψV = 90 deg]
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The dynamic loads on the main wing are clearly affected by the vicinity of the lifting
surfaces to the wake vortices but also the subsequent dynamic response of the vehicle. A
slight change of altitude can substantially change the peak loads that occur at each vortex
encounter. The maximum peak loads at the first vortex encounter (tV∞ /bV = 0) occur for
zV = 3 m after the HTP passes the source of the first vortex. The abrupt change of induced
velocities on the HTP leads to high pitch rates (not shown here), which in return cause large
deflections of the main wing. The encounter with the second vortex (tV∞ /bV = 1), however, is
dominated by the vicinity of the main wing to the vortex source and the dynamic excitations
that remain from the first encounter. This finally leads to maximum root bending loads for
zV = 0. The torsion strains on the other hand appear to be dominated by the distance
between the HTP and the vortices, and the maximum torsion loads appear for zV = 3 m
(see Figure 10a).

IV.C.

Closed-Loop Studies: Load Allevation in WVE

The open-loop studies in Section IV.B suggest that an effective WVE load alleviation system
design should include information about the vehicle flight dynamic response and the fast
wake vortex excitations. Hence, in this section we will investigate four different strategies
using disturbance measurements (e.g. 5-hole probes (5HP)), and direct lift control (DLC)
flaps, as defined in Figure 7. The different sensor and actuator configurations are outlined in
Table 4, where the controller for each configuration is synthesized using the 2-DOF approach
described in Section III.B.2. The weightings in the control synthesis are derived for the headon encounter case (ψV = 90 deg) with equal weighting on outputs, Wy = diag(50 50 50 50), to
regulate both bending and torsion strains at the root of the left and right wings. Note that no
importance is given here to the vehicle velocities or maintaining a defined trajectory. For the
cases without disturbance measurements (Conv, DLC ) the disturbance feedthrough term,
∆y ng = Wg Cg ∆wng , in the definition of the augmented system in Eq. (15) will be neglected.
The configuration Conv has been included here to consider conventional controllers based
on existing control surfaces (ailerons and elevator). Note that the vehicle thrust from the
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propellers remains constant in the simulations.
Table 4: Definition of sensor and actuator configurations for load alleviation with corresponding input weights for Wy = diag(50 50 50 50).
Wu
Strategy

Wg

DLC flaps

ailerons

elevator

5-hole-probe

Conv

0

2.25

0.75

-

5HP

0

2.50

1.75

2 × 10−3

DLC

1.25

2.00

0.75

-

DLC&5HP

1.25

1.50

1.50

2 × 10−3

To justify the use of DLC flaps for load alleviation in addition to ailerons, Figure 11
shows the Bode magnitude plots of the linearized (full-order) control model in Eq. (10) from
the starboard DLC flap, aileron, and the elevator to the starboard root torsion and bending
strains of the main wing. The stability characteristics of the HALE aircraft, as presented in
Table 3, are also reflected in the Bode magnitude plots where the lightly-damped Phugoid
mode at 0.048 Hz leads to dominant bending strains in Figure 11b. In addition to the flight
dynamic modes, the torsional response in Figure 11a is also affected by the higher frequency
aeroelastic torsion modes above 9 Hz. Since the DLC flaps are located close to the root of the
main wing, they are not as vulnerable to aeroelastic effects as the ailerons and are therefore
more effective in the control of the dominant flight dynamic modes. Deflection of the ailerons
on the other hand leads to coupled bending/torsion deformations which makes the ailerons
more suitable to control the aeroelastic modes which can also be excited in WVE. Finally,
the elevator has to go through relatively slow aircraft pitch responses to alleviate loads on
the main wing which may be too slow to be effective in WVE.

IV.C.1.

Controller Design

Following the approach outlined in Section III.A, and discussed in detail in a previous work,27
the full-order control system with 9846 aeroelastic, aerodynamic, and flight dynamic states
is reduced to enable H∞ control synthesis for WVE load alleviation. Based on the sys31 of 44
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Figure 11: Bode magnitude plot from control surface inputs to strains at the starboard
main wing.

tem Hankel singular values of the balanced control system (not shown here), we consider
four different control systems with 60, 100, 140, and 200 states. Figure 12 compares the
structural response of the selected reduced-order systems by tracking the wing root bending
strains in a head-on encounter (zV = 0, θV = 0, and ψV = 90 deg). They are compared
to the the full-order (linear) control model and the (nonlinear) simulation plant. The differences between the full-order control and simulation system responses become larger after
the second encounter (tV∞ /bV ≥ 1). In the control system response the disturbance field
is prescribed, which highlights the importance of accounting for the flight dynamics of the
encountering aircraft in WVE simulations. Comparing the different reduced-order control
systems, the 100-state control model accurately predicts the encounter loads in bending and
torsion (not shown here for brevity) for prescribed disturbance velocities and will be used
for the subsequent control synthesis. This leads to a dynamic controller of the same size as
the reduced-order control model.
To simplify the control problem in this work, we focus on regulating the strains at the
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Figure 12: Comparison of reduced-order models for control synthesis. [zV = 0, θV = 0, and
ψV = 90 deg]
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Figure 13: Open- and closed-loop stability characteristics based on the (Conv ) approach.

root of the main wing only, but the approach could also include loads at the HTP or the
vehicle velocities for trajectory control. The objective in this work is to minimize both root
bending and torsion strains, which was found to provide the best balance to alleviate loads
due to the combined effect of aerodynamic excitation and the resulting vehicle dynamics. The
latter is best addressed by controlling the wing twisting, which is seen to dampen the first
antisymmetric aeroelastic mode. As demonstrated in the open-loop studies in Section IV.B.1,
this lightly-damped mode leads to the larger loads in asymmetric encounter scenarios.
The improved performance of a combined bending and torsion controller for this particular vehicle configuration is also demonstrated in Figure 13, which shows a zoom of the root
loci of the closed-loop aeroelastic systems obtained by minimizing (a) bending only and (b)
bending and torsion strains. Both closed-loop systems were obtained using a conventional
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(Conv ) controller with the weights defined in Table 4 and setting Wy = diag(0 50 0 50)
for bending only and Wy = diag(50 50 50 50) to regulate both bending and torsion strains.
Comparison to the open-loop stability characteristics shows that the combined controller
does a much better job in stabilizing the antisymmetric aeroelastic mode but also improves
the flight dynamic stability characteristics.
An important aspect, which is not considered in this work, are limitations of the control
performance due to delays and other sensor issues such as drift and noise. Especially the
effect of delay from estimation or sensing can be critical in the practical implementation of
the proposed controller due to the possibly fast dynamics of WVE. In the next subsections
however we will assume ideal conditions without sensor delay, bias and noise to demonstrate
the aeroelastic modeling approach for load alleviation.

IV.C.2.

Closed-Loop Response to Head-on Encounters

The different H∞ controllers are synthesized for a head-on case with θV = 0, ψV = 90 deg,
and zV = 0. The weights on the controller inputs (DLC, ailerons, or elevator) and the strain
outputs, as defined in Table 4, are tuned to ensure maximum control surface deflections
below ±10 deg for this configuration. Note that we chose the same weights, Wy = 50, for
bending and torsion strains.
The performance of the different controllers is demonstrated in Figure 14 which shows the
closed-loop responses for the WVE head-on encounter scenario with zV = 0. Note that the
results in Figure 14 are obtained using the same reduced-order control system as previously
used for the control synthesis and tuning. To compare the closed-loop performance of the
different controllers we focus on the bending strains at the root of the starboard main wing
in Figure 14a. Figure 14b shows the corresponding control surface deflections (starboard
DLC flaps and aileron) which are saturated when the constraints are exceeded.
The comparison with the open-loop response shows that, what we have called the conventional feedback control scheme (Conv ), that is, alleviation using the existing ailerons and
elevator, leads to significant delays in the control surface inputs producing a large overshoot
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during the fast WVE disturbances. The problem with this first controller is twofold: Firstly,
disturbances need to have an effect on the system dynamics so that information reaches
the feedback controller through the strain measurements. Secondly, the effectiveness of the
ailerons is significantly deteriorated by the flexibility of the main wing, as illustrated in Figure 11. Both issues produce a delay in the control response which can be overcome by using
direct disturbance measurements in a feedforward control loop or through DLC flaps, which
are less prone to aeroelastic effects in very flexible configurations. In what follows we will

Root bending strains [1/m]

analyze the benefits of these two approaches.
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Figure 14: Comparison of different closed-loop WVE reponses with the weightings defined
in Table 4. [zV = 0, θV = 0, and ψV = 90 deg]

To introduce disturbance measurements in a feedforward scheme (5HP ), we follow the
approach outlined in Section III.B.1, where we use the operator Cg in Eq. (13) to measure the
vertical disturbance velocity at the center of the main wing. This could be easily achieved
by mounting a 5HP to an existing vehicle configuration.9 The resulting 2-DOF control
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scheme responds faster to the external excitations because of the feedforward part which
significantly reduces the overshoot and leads to overall reductions of 19% in peak loads, as
shown in Figure 14a.
Next, the use of DLC flaps for load alleviation (DLC ) has been analyzed first without
direct disturbance measurements. The closed-loop response in Figure 14a shows that no
immediate benefits are obtained to justify the additional weight and complexity of DLC
flaps. If combined however with direct measurements of flow disturbances (DLC&5HP ),
significant reductions of 30% of the peak bending strains can be achieved. This confirms the
potential of DLC flaps for disturbance compensation, as previously demonstrated in Hahn et
al.37 for rigid aircraft, but also highlights the need for preview of the exogenous excitation
for such additional control surfaces to be effective.

IV.C.3.

Closed-Loop Response at Different Encounter Angles

The open- and closed-loop results in Figure 14 have been obtained using the control model
with prescribed flightpaths through wake vortices. To investigate the robustness of the
(DLC&5HP ) control scheme in asymmetric encounter scenarios, Figure 15 shows the closedloop envelopes for varying encounter angle, ψV . The closed-loop responses have been obtained by applying the 2-DOF H∞ controller with DLC flaps and direct flow measurements
to the aeroelastic/flight-dynamic response obtained using the full-order simulation model (including nonlinear flight dynamics). Note that in this case, the flightpath of the encountering
aircraft is neither prescribed nor controlled.
Comparison to the corresponding open-loop envelopes from Figure 9, which have been
superimposed in Figure 15, show significant reductions of 28% in starboard torsion and
25% in starboard bending strains even for the asymmetric encounter scenarios with possible model mismatch between the linearized, reduced-order control model and the nonlinear
simulation plant. Figure 15 further demonstrates that for this vehicle configuration the control problem is not subject to the common trade-off of alleviating either bending or torsion
strains30 because of the stabilizing effect of the combined bending and torsion regulator, as
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demonstrated in Figure 13.

V.

Conclusions

Prediction of dynamic loads on flexible aircraft in wake-vortex encounters requires timedomain modeling approaches capable of tracking the trajectory of the encountering vehicle
as well as the aerodynamic loads due to the full 3-D disturbance velocity field. In this paper,
this was achieved using a coupled flight-dynamics/aeroelastic formulation that retains the
gyroscopic couplings between the rigid-body and the structural degrees of freedom, with
aerodynamics given by a linearized unsteady vortex lattice method. Numerical results on a
very flexible lightweight platform, representative of a small solar-powered aircraft, show that
maximum dynamic loads may occur in asymmetric encounter conditions where rigid-body
effects are more prominent.
A linearization of the equations of motion, still written in the physical degrees of freedom (nodal displacements/rotations, vehicle velocities and orientations, and circulations on
panels), allows straightforward model reduction using balancing methods. Furthermore, the
reduced model retains all individual flow disturbances on the wing collocation points as independent inputs, so that it can be used for simulation in wake encounters. The resulting
model is then exercised to investigate different strategies for dynamic load alleviation. It is
found, as it was also done previously in the literature, that preview information provides
a critical advantage with the fast excitation times that are characteristic of wake encounters. In particular, we show that leading-edge flow measurement devices can be efficiently
integrated with a feedforward H∞ controller. The loss of efficiency in conventional ailerons,
which is due to higher frequency aeroelastic couplings, was also identified, and a solution
was proposed based on inboard flaps.
The resulting approach for modeling, simulation and load alleviation in wake encounters
can be used from an early stage in the development of new, more flexible air vehicles to
assess potential integrity risks and identify mitigating solutions, using either passive or active
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strategies.
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